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ABSTRACT
Horror can be defined as the lens in 
the pursuit of defining a complex model 
of aesthetic judgement, which is a 
classification that has conventionally 
been home to profound suspicion about 
the virtues of aesthetic itself. 
Particularly in horror films, the 
device of the frame can be utilized 
as an opportunity to alter a viewer’s 
perception of what may or may not 
occur within a space. This affiliation 
with space is what allows cinema and 
architecture to link their worlds and 
human experience together. By employing 
the methodologies of rhythmic impact 
and montage theory, the effects of 
horror-derived operations on normative 
architectural elements can be generated 
to produce a dynamic quality of 
atmospheric space. In this sense, 
horror is not simply the result of a 
process, but rather a process and a 
method in and of itself for 
re-assembling and formulating 
the essence of architecture. In the 
end, horror is used as an aesthetic 
procedure - a tactic of uncovering the 
value of less discernible attributes.
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ARCHITECTURE NEEDS HORROR
Historically, horror has released all 
that was restrained by rationality 
and reason. In Elizabeth Wilson’s 
article entitled “Haunted Houses,” 
Wilson refers to the reaction against 
Enlightenment rationality causing a 
shift in the location of fear. The 
wild places of forests, moors, and 
marshes were said to inspire the 
greatest terror before the arrival 
of the romantic imagination of the 
eighteenth century. However, fear 
has a location, and in a newly urban 
society, horror migrated to the 
built environment after the era of 
the Enlightenment. Many authors have 
tried to establish a definition of 
horror that would be able to entirely 
classify itself with its own traits. 
However, they have always faced 
complexities, as the attributes that 
belong to one subgenre of horror 
can also be found in another one. 
Therefore, horror acts as the lens in 
the pursuit of defining a complex model 
of aesthetic judgement, which is a 
classification that has conventionally 
been home to profound suspicion about 
the virtues of aesthetic itself. 
Horror resists the contentment of 
the well-tempered environment. 
Reyner Banham, the author of The 
Architecture of the Well-Tempered 
Environment, speaks of the well-
tempered environment as a “systematic 
exploration of environmental 
engineering on the design of buildings 
and on the minds of architects.” 
Though technological integration 
is essential to the construction 
of a minute, the urgency of human 
experience becomes lost when these 
systems take priority.
Horror is a chronicle of renewal that 
is progressively pertinent in our “age 
of affect,” where the ecstatic and 
the shocking stand as substitutes to 
past Enlightenment ideals. The “age 
of affect” can be referred to in Jeff 
Kipnis’ Mood River, which can be defined 
as the “subjective transposition of 
the quantity of instinctual energy. 
Affect is always attached to a place and 
the notion of place is fundamental to 
architecture. An affect has the greatest 
potential where there exists an 
ambiguity in the truth which forces us 
to predict that lies ahead.” Space that 
is menacing is only menacing because 
we use the architecture as a screen to 
project our dismay and apprehension.
Philosopher Edmund Burke states that 
this intensified state of astonishment 
is more terrible to us when it is 
escorted with a sense of the unknown, 
or what Burke defines as obscurity. 
Therefore, aesthetics can be visualized 
by challenging the notion of stable 
and conventional architecture. In this 
sense, the perception of architectural 
space is never a standardized 
interpretation of numerical attributes 
and proportions. Rather, every 
position and direction hold a distinct 
significance dependent on the use and 
meaning appointed by its inhabitant. 
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ARCHITECTURE NEEDS FILM
Film shares a visual and expressive 
configuration to architecture. As 
opposed to encountering other 
alternatives of horror, film presents 
a means of architectural interaction 
that can demonstrate not only the 
energetic condition of movement 
through unique spatial conditions, 
but also can account for human 
activity within a particular setting. 
Films are effective in permitting 
the audience to have an up-close 
encounter with the emotions portrayed 
through the characters. Architecture 
has been deprived of this spiritual 
satisfaction, though it strives toward 
humanistic principles.
Film and architecture exist for 
the mirage of what they intend to 
develop into: the embodiment of a 
symbolic pseudo-reality of isolated 
imaginary spaces within the two 
dimensions of the digital screen 
and reality. Traditionally, we have 
seen architecture repeatedly used in 
film. Although rather than being the 
main focus, it mostly performs as a 
backdrop or a prop to the main premise 
of the film. 
Film allows architects to foresee 
and orchestrate in time that better 
communicates to the way one perceives 
temporal space. Film and architecture 
mutually share a tangible and 
representational space, a setting, but 
they more notably preserve narratives 
concerning time and space that cannot 
be envisioned beyond the context of 
those who exist and perform in their 
screenplays. Architecture assembles 
spaces, while film forms a method of 
watching those spaces in time. 
Film presents a representational 
aesthetic of horror’s ambivalence 
that can be readily displayed through 
a series of compositional frames. 
In Agencies of the Frame, Michael 
Tawa acknowledges the space in a 
film as “a setup that brings into 
relation different elements within an 
interactive field that encompasses the 
three dimensions and six directions 
of space – left, right, up, down, 
front and back. He goes on to state 
there is a regime of “related spatial 
qualities such as enclosure and 
exposure, layering, symmetry, scale, 
proportion, and rhythm. There is 
an interwoven nature of cinematic 
techniques between the subject and 
portrayal, between space and the 
frame.” In a similar manner, the user 
of an architectural building does not 
experience the overall building all at 
once. Rather, they will travel from one 
space or frame to the next. Using film 
as an architectural device can allow 
designers to refocus and manipulate the 
viewer’s perception and gaze. 
Film has a relationship to its 
characters, allowing an acknowledgment 
of the relationship involved within 
the users of a realistic space. The 
seeming incongruity between cinema and 
architecture has a reversed logic: the 
flickering projection of what occurs 
within a film, namely the interactions 
between the characters and the spaces 
involved, are considerably more 
realistic than the three-dimensional 
models architects pan around in 
their computational machines. What 
can be derived from film, which is 
fundamentally fiction, can result in 
humanity being successfully blurred 
into the final product of a design.
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THESIS STATEMENT
The disjunctive aesthetics of cinematic 
horror are engaged as a method of 
composing non-linear rhythms of framed 
spatial sequences. By undermining the 
conventions of standard architectural 
components, horror can emerge as a 
process of rearticulating the moments 
of association that occur between the 
stitches of a form in the dimension of 
time and movement.
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ARCHITECTURAL CINEMA: THE LITERAL TRANSLATION
When looking at precedents that relate to cinematic architecture, one of the more 
literal references can be found in “The Manhattan Transcripts” by Bernard Tschumi, 
where he transcribes an architectural interpretation of reality. More specifically, 
Tschumi transcribes what is normally removed from conventional architectural 
representation, namely the complex relationship between “spaces and their use, 
between the set and the script, between “type” and “program,” and between objects 
and events.”
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ARCHITECTURAL CINEMA: THE PASSIVE TRANSLATION
Other instances of cinematic architecture are more passive in their explicit 
relationship to film, yet offer rich cinematic elements. It can be argued that Le 
Corbusier was the first cinematic architect, as he introduced it without naming it. 
For instance, in Villa Savoye, he used ramps, which are different to a staircase. A 
staircase is step by step in time, while a ramp is a continuous four-dimensional 
process. 
Though exteriorly appearing quite cubic, OMA’s Dutch Embassy when unfolded, 
reveals a continuous, fluid process, rather than a static object. Rudolf Arnheim, 
a film theoretician, states that “of great significance for architecture is the 
movement of the observer vis-a-vis the built environment. As he approaches a 
building, enters and traverses it, he sees his surroundings in a state of constant 
change. A good architect can organize this sequence meaningfully, to achieve a 
dramatic climax concurrent with the building’s central purpose.” 
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THE INTERSECTION OF FILM + ARCHITECTURE
Within this interpretation of a new 
visual language, it is essential to 
acknowledge the parallel aesthetics 
that film and architecture both share. 
While time is a crucial component to 
cinema production which progresses 
from beginning to end, time is a 
continual parameter that can be 
altered within architecture, but never 
changed.
Ingerid Helsing, author of Is It 
Really There?, describes time as a 
third dimension that can be combined 
with the two dimensional image. 
Architecture’s relationship with 
time is more open to interpretation 
than film. “As time is an inescapable 
component of anything built, it is 
able to be experienced in various ways 
that are not predetermined. A person 
can walk through spaces along various 
paths; they can avoid spaces, walk 
towards objects, remain in one space 
or run through the next.” In a built 
form, the occupant is accountable for 
their temporal experience.
In relation to time and space is 
movement. The camera in cinema is able 
to move through space, in a similar 
manner as humans maneuver through 
buildings. Through its lens, viewers 
are able to observe the confinements of 
its frame. In contrast, architecture 
defines space to generate an experience. 
Pascal Schoning, in his Manifesto for 
a Cinematic Architecture, makes the 
comment that we have to walk through 
a space to experience it. “The time 
is takes to do this gives us another 
consciousness of the space. But of 
course, that’s not all, because 
the events that happen during our 
passage through the space influence 
our perception of it.” The motion of 
the camera, but not necessarily the 
position, height, or direction that it 
is generally moving in, can impact the 
viewer’s overall experience.
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HOW DOES ONE READ AND DRAW A MOVIE?
As users of a building, we experience a 
space in segments or rooms, rather than 
experiencing the overall building at 
the same time. Films can be experienced 
in a similar manner, as the viewer will 
walk from one scene into the next, 
rather than understanding the entire 
narrative all at once. Jean Nouvel 
states that “architecture exists, like 
cinema, in the dimension of time and 
movement. One conceives and reads a 
building in terms of sequences. To 
erect a building is to predict and 
seek effects of contrast and linkage 
through which one passes... In the 
continuous shot or sequence that a 
building is, the architect works 
with cuts and edits, framings and 
openings.” The application of cinematic 
aesthetic techniques through a variety 
of scenes from horror films initiates 
the investigation of how a filmmaker 
might analyze a scene, rather than an 
architect. In this sense, it is vital 
to learn how to read and draw a movie, 
rather than simply watch it. 
Aron Temkin, Dean of the Architecture 
and Art College of Norwich University, 
emphasizes the importance of noting 
specific conditions that occur within a 
film: “How is the path of view divided 
between camera segments? How many 
different camera angles were used in the 
sequence? How did the editor transition 
between clips of film? Where is the 
subject of the video located within 
the field of view? What is the darkest 
or lightest place within the frame? 
How does the soundtrack coincide or 
contradict the visual condition? Where 
does the director want us to focus our 
attention?” 
The following exercise detects the 
parallels that occur between the visual 
language of film and architecture. 
Both disciplines are firmly anchored 
to location and setting, yet each 
engage and construct their worlds 
with distinctive characteristics and 
opportunities.
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PSYCHO FILMIC ANALYSIS
In Alfred Hitchcock’s 1960 film, 
Psycho, a secretary named Marion 
Crane steals money from her employer 
and settles at the Bates Motel in 
Fairvale, California. In “The Shower” 
scene, the majority of camera shots 
are close ups and extreme close 
ups. As Marion enters the bathroom, 
everything is shown completely white. 
However, as the scene begins to 
highlight additional shots and camera 
angles, the white atmosphere begins 
to take on darker tones, especially 
as Norman Bates, the owner of the 
motel, enters the bathroom with 
a knife and dark intentions. The 
close and short camera shots allow 
the scene to feel extended and more 
subjective. The medium shots that 
occur in the scene only occur before 
and after the murder, as to allow the 
audience to experience the violence 
and helplessness of Marion in her 
vulnerable state. The scene ends with 
a shot of blood flowing down the drain 
of the tub to signify Marion’s death.
A series of close up shots of 
Marion’s eyes signify the nature of 
her character, whereas close up of 
inanimate objects, such as the shower 
head and curtain rod, emphasize the 
occurrence of a frightening situation 
to be located in an everyday setting. 
The use of multiple camera angles fills 
the scene with suspense, as Marion is 
unexpecting of what is behind her. 
The close up and the downward tilt of 
the camera of her hand slowly falling 
symbolizes her last moment alive and 
engages the audience with tension, as 
it is inconclusive who the intruder is 
at the time. Literal sounds of the door 
closing and the water falling from the 
showerhead are streamlined throughout 
the sequence of the scene. However, 
as the intruder appears face to face 
with Marion, high pitched string music 
displays the frantic surprise and pain 
of the event about to occur. 
Few scenes in Psycho are shot in a 
point of view perspective, such as 
that of “The Shower” scene, where the 
audience is at eye level with the 
intruder attacking Marion. This sort 
of subjective treatment allows the 
audience to feel as if they are put 
in the scene, as they are only able 
to see what Marion is able to see. 
Objective treatment is created when 
the camera faces Marion to depict her 
dread when she is being attacked. In 
addition, the use of juxtaposition 
alters the meaning of standardized 
shots to alter the meaning of the 
action happening. For example, in the 
shot of the intruder holding up the 
knife, the background showcases a floral 
wallpaper to juxtapose softness with a 
menacing force. Certain occurrences of 
unrealistic details put the audience 
on edge, such as when Marion steps 
into the shower and turns on the 
faucet while directly under it. The 
white space behind the sheer curtain 
suddenly fills up half of the frame with 
a dark silhouette, which creates a 
subconscious transition to a conscious 
understanding of the event yet to 
occur.
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PSYCHO (1960)
Scene: “The Shower”
In Alfred Hitchcock’s 1960 film, Psycho, a secretary 
named Marion Crane steals money from her employer 
and settles at the Bates Motel in Fairvale, 
California. In “The Shower” scene, the majority of 
camera shots are close ups and extreme close ups. As 
Marion enters the bathroom, everything is shown 
completely white. However, as the scene begins to 
highlight additional shots and camera angles, the 
white atmosphere begins to take on darker tones, 
especially as Norman Bates, the owner of the motel, 
enters the bathroom with a knife and dark 
intentions. The close and short camera shots allow 
the scene to feel extended and more subjective. The 
medium shots that occur in the scene only occur 
before and after the murder, as to allow the 
audience to experience the violence and helplessness 
of Marion in her vulnerable state. The scene ends 
with a shot of blood flowing down the drain of the 
tub to signify Marion’s death.
A series of close up shots of Marion’s eyes signify 
the nature of her character, whereas close up of 
inanimate objects, such as the shower head and 
curtain rod, emphasize the occurrence of a 
frightening situation to be located in an everyday 
setting. The use of multiple camera angles fills the 
scene with suspense, as Marion is unexpecting of 
what is behind her. The close up and the downward 
tilt of the camera of her hand slowly falling 
symbolizes her last moment alive and engages the 
audience with tension, as it is inconclusive who the 
intruder is at the time. Literal sounds of the door 
closing and the water falling from the showerhead 
are streamlined throughout the sequence of the 
scene. However, as the intruder appears face to face 
with Marion, high pitched string music displays the 
frantic surprise and pain of the event about to 
occur. 
Few scenes in Psycho are shot in a point of view 
perspective, such as that of “The Shower” scene, 
where the audience is at eye level with the intruder 
attacking Marion. This sort of subjective treatment 
allows the audience to feel as if they are put in 
the scene, as they are only able to see what Marion 
is able to see. Objective treatment is created when 
the camera faces Marion to depict her dread when she 
is being attacked. In addition, the use of 
juxtaposition alters the meaning of standardized 
shots to alter the meaning of the action happening. 
For example, in the shot of the intruder holding up 
the knife, the background showcases a floral 
wallpaper to juxtapose softness with a menacing 
force. Certain occurrences of unrealistic details 
put the audience on edge, such as when Marion steps 
into the shower and turns on the faucet while 
directly under it. The white space behind the sheer 
curtain suddenly fills up half of the frame with a 
dark silhouette, which creates a subconscious 
transition to a conscious understanding of the event 
yet to occur.
Hitchcock, Alfred. Psycho. Paramount Pictures 
Corporation, 1960.
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THE SHINING FILMIC ANALYSIS
In Stanley Kubrick’s 1980 film, The 
Shining, a family of three move into 
an isolated hotel for the span of the 
winter. Jack Torrance, the father 
of the family, begins to undergo 
spiritual tension as time passes 
and develops a pattern of violence 
toward the rest of his family. In the 
“Here’s Johnny!” scene, three main 
shots are utilized in the locations 
of the bedroom, the bathroom, and 
the brisk outdoors. Jack enters the 
bedroom with an axe in order to 
break into the bathroom where his 
wife, Wendy Torrance, is attempting 
to escape through the window. Danny 
Torrance, Jack and Wendy’s son, has 
already descended through the window 
successfully and waits for his mother 
to do the same. Due to the window 
being jammed, Wendy is trapped in the 
bathroom with a knife as Jack swings 
his ax to break through. 
The bedroom is typically regarded as 
a place of comfort and the remote 
outdoors are typically regarded as a 
place to avoid, but in The Shining, 
the roles are reversed. As Jack breaks 
door the door, the camera quickly pans 
alongside the swings of Jack’s axe. 
The audience is able to experience 
each hit as Jack monopolizes the 
entire frame, moving from left to 
right into a separate room. Due to 
the emphasis of Jack breaking in and 
Wendy being in a state of distress, 
the majority of the bathroom is not 
shown. As a result of his wife leaning 
against the wall and only taking up 
half of the frame, it can be revealed 
that Jack’s empowerment is engaged 
through Wendy’s imprisonment as the 
other half of the frame contains the 
axe. The yellow and orange glow of 
the bedroom’s light sources is highly 
contrasted against the plain white 
walls and fluorescent lighting of the 
bathroom. Jack’s clothing resembles 
the same palette as the bedroom, 
whereas Wendy is dressed in gloomy 
blue apparel. The overall composition 
of the scene holds a strong continuity 
between the shots of the bedroom and 
the bathroom that alternate between 
Jack and Wendy. In particular, a single 
shot of Wendy lasts for 20 seconds with 
no interruption as the door is being 
destroyed. Being alongside Wendy, the 
audience is also able to experience the 
axe slicing into the frame, therefore 
allowing both parties to experience the 
same level of fear.
Music is utilized to build up to the 
suspense of the scene, rather than 
being used as a mechanism to indicate 
panic when danger arises. When panic 
does arise, the music is played at a 
low volume in order for the audience 
to focus on the visual actions and 
dialogue, rather than being engaged 
in musical tension. The music is 
consistently commanded by diegetic 
sounds to evoke fearful uncertainty 
from the audience’s perspective. 
Wendy’s screams and the cracking of 
wood are used in addition to the music 
to break up the auditory composition 
even further. Jack’s taunting dialogue 
to Wendy is spoken in a low, playful 
voice to accentuate the psychological 
demeanor of Jack’s evolved persona.
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THE SHINING (1980)
Scene: “Here’s Johnny!”
In Stanley Kubrick’s 1980 film, The Shining, a 
family of three move into an isolated hotel for the 
span of the winter. Jack Torrance, the father of the 
family, begins to undergo spiritual tension as time 
passes and develops a pattern of violence toward the 
rest of his family. In the “Here’s Johnny!” scene, 
three main shots are utilized in the locations of 
the bedroom, the bathroom, and the brisk outdoors. 
Jack enters the bedroom with an axe in order to 
break into the bathroom where his wife, Wendy 
Torrance, is attempting to escape through the 
window. Danny Torrance, Jack and Wendy’s son, has 
already descended through the window successfully 
and waits for his mother to do the same. Due to the 
window being jammed, Wendy is trapped in the 
bathroom with a knife as Jack swings his ax to break 
through. 
The bedroom is typically regarded as a place of 
comfort and the remote outdoors are typically 
regarded as a place to avoid, but in The Shining, 
the roles are reversed. As Jack breaks door the 
door, the camera quickly pans alongside the swings 
of Jack’s axe. The audience is able to experience 
each hit as Jack monopolizes the entire frame, 
moving from left to right into a separate room. Due 
to the emphasis of Jack breaking in and Wendy being 
in a state of distress, the majority of the bathroom 
is not shown. As a result of his wife leaning 
against the wall and only taking up half of the 
frame, it can be revealed that Jack’s empowerment is 
engaged through Wendy’s imprisonment as the other 
half of the frame contains the axe. The yellow and 
orange glow of the bedroom’s light sources is highly 
contrasted against the plain white walls and 
fluorescent lighting of the bathroom. Jack’s 
clothing resembles the same palette as the bedroom, 
whereas Wendy is dressed in gloomy blue apparel. The 
overall composition of the scene holds a strong 
continuity between the shots of the bedroom and the 
bathroom that alternate between Jack and Wendy. In 
particular, a single shot of Wendy lasts for 20 
seconds with no interruption as the door is being 
destroyed. Being alongside Wendy, the audience is 
also able to experience the axe slicing into the 
frame, therefore allowing both parties to experience 
the same level of fear.
Music is utilized to build up to the suspense of the 
scene, rather than being used as a mechanism to 
indicate panic when danger arises. When panic does 
arise, the music is played at a low volume in order 
for the audience to focus on the visual actions and 
dialogue, rather than being engaged in musical 
tension. The music is consistently commanded by 
diegetic sounds to evoke fearful uncertainty from 
the audience’s perspective. Wendy’s screams and the 
cracking of wood are used in addition to the music 
to break up the auditory composition even further. 
Jack’s taunting dialogue to Wendy is spoken in a 
low, playful voice to accentuate the psychological 
demeanor of Jack’s evolved persona.
Kubrick, Stanley. The Shining. Hertfordshire, 
England; Elstree Studios, 1980.
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In James DeMonaco’s 2013 film, The 
Purge, a family attempts to survive a 
night in which all crime is legal for 
12 hours. In this particular scene, a 
stranger approaches the household of 
James Sandin in order to locate his 
victim whose James’ son has let take 
refuge. The stranger gives James an 
ultimatum – to either give the victim 
back or the promise that the stranger 
will kill James and the rest of his 
family in a mere period of time. In 
the brief time of this threat, the 
stranger’s friend demands that James 
give the victim back immediately. In 
response to this threat, the stranger 
immediately shoots his friend in the 
head without hesitation. 
The plot sequence of these events 
takes place in two shots, allowing 
the stranger to realize he will kill 
his friend two seconds before the 
friend and James are aware of what 
is occurring. The quick and sudden 
shots add to the stranger’s nonchalant 
demeanor and provides the audience 
with an understanding that the 
stranger will have no reluctancy to 
keep his promise of killing James if 
he does not release the victim. The 
majority of shots are close ups that 
alter between the faces of James and 
the stranger in order to display the 
THE PURGE FILMIC ANALYSIS
unpleasant intimacy of the situation at 
hand. The majority of camera angles are 
shot at eye level, with the exception 
of a bird eye’s view where the stranger 
shoots his friend. By quickly changing 
the angle, the audience is able to 
sense the stranger’s dominating control 
of the situation. The couple times 
that the camera tracks in and out are 
James’ approach and departure from the 
door to expose his trepidation that the 
stranger has positioned him in.
A cool-toned light shines inside James’ 
dark household, symbolizing that a 
home does not always provide comfort 
for those who dwell inside. On the 
contrary, a warm light glows on the 
outside of the patio where the stranger 
and his friends reside, displaying 
that the outside world has become a 
home for those who wish to participate 
in the activities taking place in the 
time span of the Purge. In the shots 
of James, the warm light shines on 
his face, almost as if the stranger 
has already taken control over James’ 
actions. As the scene progresses toward 
the end, the cool light inside of the 
home fades away and the warm light 
glows on both James’ and the stranger’s 
face, signifying the peak of James’ 
fear.
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THE PURGE (2013)
Scene: “I’d Like to Have a Word”
In James DeMonaco’s 2013 film, The Purge, a family 
attempts to survive a night in which all crime is 
legal for 12 hours. In this particular scene, a 
stranger approaches the household of James Sandin in 
order to locate his victim whose James’ son has let 
take refuge. The stranger gives James an ultimatum – 
to either give the victim back or the promise that 
the stranger will kill James and the rest of his 
family in a mere period of time. In the brief time 
of this threat, the stranger’s friend demands that 
James give the victim back immediately. In response 
to this threat, the stranger immediately shoots his 
friend in the head without hesitation. 
The plot sequence of these events takes place in two 
shots, allowing the stranger to realize he will kill 
his friend two seconds before the friend and James 
are aware of what is occurring. The quick and sudden 
shots add to the stranger’s nonchalant demeanor and 
provides the audience with an understanding that the 
stranger will have no reluctancy to keep his promise 
of killing James if he does not release the victim. 
The majority of shots are close ups that alter 
between the faces of James and the stranger in order 
to display the unpleasant intimacy of the situation 
at hand. The majority of camera angles are shot at 
eye level, with the exception of a bird eye’s view 
where the stranger shoots his friend. By quickly 
changing the angle, the audience is able to sense 
the stranger’s dominating control of the situation. 
The couple times that the camera tracks in and out 
are James’ approach and departure from the door to 
expose his trepidation that the stranger has 
positioned him in.
A cool-toned light shines inside James’ dark 
household, symbolizing that a home does not always 
provide comfort for those who dwell inside. On the 
contrary, a warm light glows on the outside of the 
patio where the stranger and his friends reside, 
displaying that the outside world has become a home 
for those who wish to participate in the activities 
taking place in the time span of the Purge. In the 
shots of James, the warm light shines on his face, 
almost as if the stranger has already taken control 
over James’ actions. As the scene progresses toward 
the end, the cool light inside of the home fades 
away and the warm light glows on both James’ and the 
stranger’s face, signifying the peak of James’ fear.
DeMonaco, James. The Purge. Universal Pictures, 
2013.
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Dialogue
Nonliteral Sound
Color Temperature - James Sandin
Black and White Exposure
Three Point Lighting Composition
Camera Composition & Lens Movement
Color Temperature - Stranger
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Shot Angles
Levels
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The Audience Understands the Stranger will Shoot his Friend
James Knows the Stranger will Shoot his Friend
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Utilizing the cinematic aesthetic 
techniques gained from the filmic 
analysis, the following three scenes 
are explored as an architect, rather 
than a filmmaker. For each of these 
three scenes, three quantitative 
methodologies are applied through a 
workshop model approach, investigating 
form dimension, location, orientation, 
height, and elevation.
Being that these methodologies are 
specifically quantitative, it can 
be argued that these processes to 
an extent are arbitrary, as an 
infinite number of variations to the 
methodologies can produce an infinite 
number of results. However, rather 
than going further in depth into the 
application of these methodologies, 
it is more important to understand 
the findings gained from this process. 
Some methodologies were more 
successful for certain scenes than 
others, which wasn’t a revelation 
that could be initially visualized 
until the final completion of each 
methodology. In addition, some 
iterations were more successful in 
their connection of translating the 
scene into architecture, some were 
more successful in their connection 
to architectural representation, and 
some were neither. Each methodology 
built off each other, creating newfound 
layers of information that could be 
IMPLEMENTATION OF A QUANTITATIVE METHODOLOGY
discovered spatially, as opposed to 
a direct, written analysis. Using 
newfound information discovered from 
the previous process allowed for 
more strategic developments in each 
investigation, while simultaneously 
allowing for patterns of progression in 
horror film adaptation to be detected 
from earlier films to those of the 
modern day.
It is important to be critical of 
these findings as well. The overarching 
question of this workshop model study 
is: Do we measure the success of the 
methodologies in their translation of 
film to architecture or in the creation 
of a desirable architectural space?
It can be argued that the answer to 
this question is a combination of the 
two. This initial exercise as a whole 
may be seen as more successful in its 
translation of film to architecture. 
It should be noted that these results 
are volumetric outputs of a process, 
they are not standalone architecture. 
In this initial exercise, creating 
a quantitative methodology was a 
productive way to begin the process, 
as it dissuaded and reinterpreted 
any sort of subjective input. The 
outputs of these methodologies act as 
graphic devices that tell us about each 
specific scene through the hierarchy of 
architectural elements.
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Step 1. Form Dimensions
In order to determine the dimensions of each form, establish the number of 
seconds elapsed in each shot and multiple by the same amount of time to conclude 
the square footages that each shot will create. Arrange each form along the 
x-axis chronologically to the shot sequence.
Step 2. Form Locations
In order to determine the location of each form, define the type of shot used in 
the previous step to establish the y-axis locations of each form. Place each 
point-of-view shot above and each reaction shot below diagonally. 
Step 3. Form Orientation
In order to determine the orientation of each form, verify the camera angles 
between each shot transition using the 180˚ system. In order to do so, determine 
the degree of the camera angle from one shot to the subsequent shot. For each 
form, take the length of one side and rotate it to the corresponding angle. In 
the case of a point-of-view shot, place the line to the bottom right corner of 
the original form. In the case of a reaction shot, place the line to the top 
right corner of the original form. From this point, connect the lines based on 
the pre-existing forms.
Step 4: Form Height
In order to determine the height of each form, establish the peak suspense point 
of the scene. The form at the beginning of the scene will start at a standard 
height of 8’. As the scene progresses to the peak suspense point, each form will 
increase by 1’. After reaching the peak suspense point, each form will decrease 
by 1’. In the case of the same setting transitioning from one shot to the next, 
the ceiling will slope. In the case of a different setting transitioning from one 
shot to the next, the ceiling will step up or down.
Step 5: Form Elevation
In order to determine the elevation of each form, establish the match-on-action 
shots throughout the scene. In the case of a match-on-action shot occurring 
during a point-of-view shot, the floor plane elevation will ascend. In the case of 
a match-on-action shot occurring during a reaction shot, the floor plane elevation 
will descend. If a match-on-action shot does not occur for a particular time 
phase, the floor plane elevation will remain at eye level. In the case of the same 
setting transitioning from one shot to the next, a ramp should be utilized. In 
the case of a different setting transitioning from one shot to the next, a series 
of steps should be utilized.
METHODOLOGY 1
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STEP 3. FORM ORIENTATION
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STEP 5. FORM ELEVATION
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STEP 3. FORM ORIENTATION
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METHODOLOGY 2
Step 1. Form Dimensions
In order to determine the dimensions of the form, establish the number of seconds 
elapsed in the entire scene and multiply by the same amount of time to conclude the 
base square footage.
Step 2. Form Locations
In order to determine the location of each form, chronologically arrange the time 
elapsed within each shot into segments within the overall form along the y-axis. 
Establish each general setting used within the scene as even parameters along the 
x-axis. Create a form within each segment running along the y-axis based on the 
existing spatial arrangement occurring within each shot. Connect any neighboring forms 
occurring along the x-axis.
Step 3. Form Orientation
In order to determine the orientation of the connections between each form, a 3’ width 
should be used as a basis to chronologically create paths from one form to the next. 
In the case of an upper form connecting to a center form, the path should begin at the 
lower right of the upper form moving down. In the case of an upper form connecting to 
a lower form, the path should begin at the lower right of the upper form moving down. 
In the case of a central form connecting to an upper form, the path should begin at the 
lower right of the central form moving up. In the case of a central form connecting to 
a lower form, the path should begin at the lower right of the central form moving down. 
In the case of a lower form connecting to an upper form, the path should begin at the 
lower right of the central form moving up. In the case of a lower form connecting to a 
lower form, the path should begin at the lower right of the central form moving up. If 
the forms connecting adjacently, the path should be formed into a series of stairs. If 
the paths do not connect adjacently, the path should be formed into a ramp.
Step 4: Form Height
In order to determine the height of each form, establish the each the size of the frame 
of each shot: extreme long shot, long shot, medium long shot, medium shot, medium close 
up, close up, or extreme close up. The form of an extreme long shot will begin at a 
standard height of 8’ and a form of an extreme close up will range up to 15’, with each 
shot size in between increasing by 1’. In the case of the same shot size occurring 
within an individual form, the ceiling will remain flat. In the case of different shot 
sizes occurring within an individual form, the ceiling will slope up and down based on 
the time elapsed of each shot.
Step 5: Form Elevation
In order to determine the elevation of each form, establish each character frame by 
using the existing shot sizes. Forms involving shot sizes ranging from extreme long 
shot to long shot will be at the same height of the adjacent form. Forms involving 
shot sizes ranging from medium long shot to medium close up will move up or down half 
of the height of the adjacent form. Forms involving shot sizes ranging from close up 
to extreme close up will move the entirety of the height of the adjacent form. In the 
case of the shot size being smaller than its preceding shot, the form will move down. 
In the case of the shot size being larger than its preceding shot, the form will move 
up. In the case of the shot size being the same size of its preceding shot, the form 
will remain level to the adjacent forms. Wrap the entirety of the existing forms in an 
enclosed space based on the parameters set by the preceding steps.
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STEP 5. FORM ELEVATION
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METHODOLOGY 3
Step 1. Form Dimensions
In order to determine the dimensions of the form, establish the number of times 
each setting appears within the scene. Multiply the number of shots each setting 
is shown by the number of seconds elapsed in each shot to conclude the base 
square footage. Arrange the forms chronologically with the number of seconds 
occurring along the x-axis of each form and the number of shots each setting is 
shown along the y-axis.
Step 2. Form Locations
In order to determine the location of each form, establish the character 
interaction from the previous shot to the following shot. In the case of 
direct conversation from one character to another, rotate the form 90˚ to the 
right connecting to the side of the preceding form. In the case of indirect 
conversation from one character to another, rotate the form 90˚ to the right 
and adjacently connect it to the preceding form. In the case of non-related 
interaction between two shots, rotate the form 90˚ to the left and adjacently 
connect it to the preceding form. In the case of a character responding to an 
action in the previous shot, rotate the form 90˚ and place it directly above the 
preceding form.
Step 3. Form Orientation
In order to determine the orientation of each form, establish the camera 
direction in each shot. The angle of trajectory from one shot to the next will 
create an angle that should be replicated chronologically throughout each form. 
In the case that a form rotates into another form, allow the original form to 
absorb the added form. In the case of a camera angle mirroring the preceding 
camera, the form will align itself at a 90˚ angle. As the scene progresses, 
select the preceding forms to orient throughout each added camera direction.
Step 4: Form Height
In order to determine the height of each form, establish the color temperature 
scale that occurs throughout the lighting tones of the scene. In the case of a 
neutral/white lighting tone occurring within a shot, set the height of the form 
at 8’ tall. In the case of a warm lighting tone occurring within a shot, set the 
height of the form at 11’ tall. In the case of a cool lighting tone occurring 
within a shot, set the height of the form at 15’ tall. In the case of a lighting 
tone being the same type of lighting tone from the previous shot, allow the forms 
to connect together at the height of the following shot.
Step 5: Form Elevation
In order to determine the elevation of each form, determine the level exposure of 
each frame selected. In the case of a frame majorly being black, the form will 
descend. In the case of a frame majorly being white, the form will ascend. In the 
case of a frame majorly being gray, the floor will remain flat. In the case of a 
character being in a different setting than the character of the previous shot, 
produce a series of steps in the form. In the case of a character being in the 
same setting of the character in the previous shot, produce a ramp. 
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STEP 3. FORM ORIENTATION
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STEP 4. FORM HEIGHT
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STEP 5. FORM ELEVATION
level exposure
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By translating quantitative findings 
into a qualitative exploration of 
atmospheric elements, this level of 
architecture can be devoid of any 
arbitrary reasoning and can reflect 
horror affects in the creation of an 
architectural space. 
Within my own work, the purpose 
of a qualitative exercise is not 
to create a space with a defined 
program, but rather to push back 
and challenge the convention of 
traditional rationality in the design 
process, while hyperanalyzing the 
effects of the quality of space and 
the notion of time. What happens to 
our understanding of how a space will 
be experienced when only one view is 
framed from the outside? The question 
of point of view, or POV, has a long 
history dating back to Aristotle, who 
distinguished between two distinct 
IMPLEMENTATION OF A QUALITATIVE METHODOLOGY
modes of narration: showing and 
telling, mimesis and diegesis. 
Film creates a set of subject positions 
for the viewer, just as the viewer is 
able to frame and reframe the film, 
while establishing subject positions 
for the presumed author of the film. 
Point of view is generally thought of 
only in technical terms by practicing 
filmmakers - the literal, subjective 
view through a character’s eyes. 
This filimic technique is most often 
encountered in the “gaze/object/gaze” 
three-shot editing regime popularized 
by Alfred Hitchcock to achieve 
perceptual, theoretical, and expressive 
identification with a character. We do 
more than “walk in a person’s shoes” 
when POV structures are used; we 
literally see (via the camera) through 
his/her eyes. 
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The axonometric diagrams provides a behind the scenes look into the actual forms 
that characters occupy. But what happens to the perception of space when it is 
closed off and only a handful of selected frames are visible to the viewer?
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How can the diffusion 
or saturation of light 
affect directional 
travel patterns within 
a space?
50
What is the speed of 
movement in areas that 
are well lit compared 
to ones that aren’t?
51
What happens when 
the wall can’t be 
distinguished from the 
floor?
52
How does color affect 
the articulation of a 
seeming compression 
or decompression of 
space?
53
What occurs in areas 
that aren’t in focus?
54
How will one react 
to a space when it 
acts as an unforeseen 
obstacle that the user 
must maneuver through?
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Particularly in horror films, POV 
shots have been used to create unease 
as the viewer assumes that someone 
or something is present. They can 
also unnerve audiences by sabotaging 
their expectations. In the same 
sense, the use of POV shots showcased 
in architecture exposes a sense of 
horror, more specifically a sense of 
the eerie. As Mark Fisher describes 
in The Weird and the Eerie, “The 
eerie concerns the most fundamental 
metaphysical questions one could 
pose, questions to do with existence 
and the non-existence: Why is there 
something here when there should be 
nothing? Why is there nothing here 
when there should be something?” The 
device of the frame alters a viewer’s 
perception of what occurs in a space. 
This presents the lingering question 
of what is occurring in the space 
THE INTERNAL DYNAMICS OF POINT OF VIEW
beyond the lens presented? What else 
can be viewed that isn’t being made 
transparent? To speak as film theorist 
Rudolf Arnheim does, “of forces of 
attraction and repulsion which operate 
in architectural spaces, is much more 
than just a loose metaphor. In the 
end, the apparent ‘remoteness’ or 
‘connectedness’ of buildings cannot 
be explained in purely quantitative 
terms – only through the influence 
of dynamic effects of shape, massing 
and articulation within the overall 
visual frame.” This affiliation with 
space is riddled with possibility in 
its structure and composition, as well 
as the use of “patterns, tensions and 
energies” for logical or expressive 
ends. How these are then used to frame 
the idea or subject is what allows 
cinema and architecture to link their 
worlds and human experience together.
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DESIGN PROJECT
59
RHYTHMS OF FAMILIARTIY + UNFAMILIARITY
In all human-digital interactions, 
there are rhythms of action and 
response that may harmonize or disturb 
each other. A similarity exists in 
the way designers must consider the 
physical design of a form and its 
relationship to the physical occupant. 
Horror films do not exclusively consist 
of acts of aggression and panic. 
Rather, they include familiarities, 
like walking, which are teased out 
to create a safety. This safety is 
what makes the volatility and novelty 
in horror films become thrilling, as 
opposed to menacing in a real-world 
occurrence. This sense of safety 
is not a fixed quantity that can be 
devised or assigned to a specific 
experience – the ability to engage 
with this experience is personal and 
circumstantial. 
A dynamic vitality can be fashioned 
through unfamiliarity in both the 
characters and perceivers of an 
architectural form. In horror films, 
this is a procedure of fostering trust 
among the two and then undermining 
For video regarding rhythms of familiarity, visit: 
https://vimeo.com/414116358
For video regarding rhythms of unfamiliarity, visit: 
https://vimeo.com/414117052
it. This is a practice of forming a 
safe feeling that a rhythmic pattern 
has been conquered and then presenting 
uncertainty. To bring in moments of 
climatic impact right from the start 
will create an instantaneous impression 
of apprehension and challenge. As a 
resolution, familiar and unfamiliar 
rhythms should be entwined to deliver 
a reassuring and stimulating fusion of 
consistency and instability. 
In “Rhythm, Play and Interaction 
Design,” Brigid M. Costello states 
that familiarity and unfamiliarity can 
be said to define each other in the 
mind of the perceiver, because of the 
way each creates a field against which 
the other can emerge. “Designing with 
these two characteristic qualities, 
therefore, is always about contrast 
and about the tensions, intensities 
and qualities of attention that this 
contrast can create. For designers, 
this involves working with strategies 
for modulating the scale and character 
of juxtapositions between familiar and 
unfamiliar rhythms across a design.”
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MONTAGE THEORY
By combining cinematic aesthetic 
techniques with the addition of 
analyzing rhythmic impact, a variety 
of horror films can be translated back 
into a version of film through the 
creation of a montage. The montage 
includes elements of both familiarity 
and unfamiliarity to produce a 
coherent whole.
In “The Mind’s Eye: Visualizing 
Montage Theory,” Eric Cody Smothers 
defines montage theory as “shocking, 
thought provoking editing that uses 
a collision of images to produce 
elusive, abstract meanings to affect 
the viewer. Montage itself addresses 
possibilities for coordinating and 
assembling shots in moving pictures. 
However, montage theory includes more 
than the technical film process and 
can embody a stylistic choice with 
deliberate and engaged editing that 
uses joined images to create meaning 
and provide awareness for the viewer. 
This embraces unconventional and non-
linear ways of composing. Montage 
theory is a metamorphosis that can 
change how viewers look at traditional 
plot, narrative, or even structure.”
In its translation to architecture, 
this brings up the question of do 
narratives overpower architectural 
effect? What is the notion of 
For video regarding rhythms of familiarity and unfamiliary, visit: 
https://vimeo.com/414119542
maintaining a narrative versus 
completely rejecting it? The allowance 
of detaching from a narrative and 
even disguising it reemphasizes the 
architectural technique that can be 
navigated through the extremes of 
camera motion, cuts, and transitions 
within each shot.
Sergei Eisenstein, an early Soviet 
filmmaker in the 1920s, describes that 
“The shot is by no means an element of 
montage. The shot is a montage cell. 
Just as cells in their division form 
a phenomenon of another order, the 
organism or embryo on the other side of 
the dialectical leap from the shot form 
the montage.” In other words, multiple 
parts exist within a whole and just as 
Eisenstein demonstrates the division 
of cells from embryos, the montage 
exists as an essential function of the 
transition of meaning much in the same 
way that a shot does for the entirety 
of a film.
What montage might do to decompose 
the predictable rectangular screen 
viewers are enthralled by, and 
correspondingly diffuse that observing 
experience through architectural means, 
can consequently produce a cinematic 
experience that can shape and disrupt 
the internal movement of rhythms within 
a more rigid structure.
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This is a project that borrows from 
existing content as a means of 
constructing layers of rhythm both 
cinematically and architecturally 
to generate a set of parts as a 
starting point. The materiality and 
general forms of nine spaces around 
the Nebraska University’s campus are 
documented to generate a set of parts 
as a starting point. As a means of 
constructing layers of rhythm both 
cinematically and architecturally, the 
spaces are subjectively altered to 
generate a taxonomy of the existing 
source material. It should be noted 
that although exterior conditions 
were constructed, this project is 
predominantly focused on the study of 
interior spaces.
These forms vary in program type 
and function, whether they act as 
spaces of transition, threshold, or 
gathering for instance. All rhythms 
THE ASSEMBLAGE OF TAXONOMY
entail patterns of change and the way 
they shift between each other holds a 
considered quality. Both materiality 
and transitions contribute to the 
overall affective tone of a work and 
this makes them an essential component 
of the processes of designing for 
rhythmic experience. 
In order to create this experience, 
designers should go through processes 
of addition, subtraction, sequencing, 
and layering. To create transitions, 
Costello states that designers “should 
shape the flow of the dynamics of 
rhythm and, in particular, shape that 
moment when two rhythmic energies 
connect. These two processes allow 
designers to create expressive 
rhythmic possibilities that can then 
be brought to life by the unfolding of 
a work and the playful interactions of 
its users.” 
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Location: The Link_Architecture Hall_Nebraska University
Function: Circulation
63
Location: The Stacks_Architecture Hall_Nebraska University
Function: Circulation
64
Location: The Lobby_Sheldon Museum of Art_Nebraska University
Function: Circulation
65
Location: The Mezzanine_Architecture Hall_Nebraska University
Function: Workspace
66
Location: The Stacks_Love Library_Nebraska University
Function: Workspace
67
Location: The Attic_Architecture Hall_Nebraska University
Function: Workspace
68
Location: The Atrium_College of Business_Nebraska University
Function: Gathering
69
Location: The Gallery_Architecture Hall_Nebraska University
Function: Gathering
70
Location: Room 127_Architecture Hall_Nebraska University
Function: Gathering
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THE EXQUISITE CORPSE METHODOLOGY
In this project’s translation of 
film to architecture, the existing 
architectural source material is 
integrated into its own version of a 
montage. In its conceptual execution, 
an approach is taken that relates to 
that of the exquisite corpse. The 
exquisite corpse is a type of horror 
through which another predicament of 
individuality and collectivity is 
expressed. 
Joshua Comaroff and Ong Ker-Shing 
in Horror in Architecture state 
that its name refers to a parlor 
game, associated with Surrealism. 
“A folded sheet of paper was passed 
between participants, each of whom 
contributed a drawing, word, or 
phrase without knowledge of what 
came before. When opened, there were 
surprising combinations and fragmented 
figures that gleefully subverted the 
normal coherency. This technique has 
raised the liberating prospect that 
a single work might combine multiple 
authors, contents, and modes of 
representation.” The rise of this sort 
of disjunctive aesthetic – as well 
as the shock and horror associated 
with it – has become urgent in the 
architectural experience. 
The following images are the result 
of stitching together pieces of the 
source material. The overall form of 
the stitched models is explicitly not 
shown, as the viewer’s focus should 
be solely dedicated to the framed 
space. The images are depicted by an 
unmediated adjacency: their varied 
components are located side by side. 
The meeting of the separate source 
material is be carried at the lines 
of transformation - the lines of the 
stitch. The compositional language 
of montage is itself the organizing 
factor. It offers a perceptible 
consistency, while seeming to permit 
its constituent fragments absolute 
liberty to be what they will. 
Comaroff and Ker-Shing state, “the 
freedom to deny the coherence of the 
building opens interesting avenues 
for exploration. We find this form of 
horror in architectural transitional 
moments, at the thresholds in the 
evolution of design language.”
The rhythms of these spaces are 
revealed in the creation of a 
montage. The result is not a clear 
building, rather the result is 
moments of association – moments of 
unity and disunity. The familiar 
soothes with the reassuring ease of 
comprehension. The unfamiliar awakens 
with the disconcerting liveliness of 
challenge. Consistency often behaves 
to emphasize interest inwards towards 
larger quantities of nuance, while 
instability frequently builds an 
opportunity of awareness towards a 
space of possibilities. 
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CONCLUSION
For final thesis video, visit: 
https://vimeo.com/413407200
Through montage technique, one can 
see the effects of horror-derived 
operations on normative architectural 
elements to generate a quality of 
atmospheric space. Such a quality can 
force emphasis on elements not under 
human control such as emptiness, 
disorientation, the degradation of 
material, the perception of infinity, 
and the mystery of the unknown. In 
this sense, horror is not simply the 
result of a process, but rather a 
process and a method in and of itself 
for re-assembling and formulating the 
essence of architecture. The current 
mode of understanding architecture 
tends to look toward problem solving 
and optimization as the justification 
as to why or why not the final product 
is successful. 
All of these tactics depend on 
legibility, which in turn lends 
evocative structures to internal 
deformation. The methodology of horror 
to produce a form that is stitched 
together through sequences allows a 
designer to take embodied control 
of a part to whole relation. Horror 
leaks a counter-intuitive detail: 
the affiliation concerning incredulity 
and sincerity. It is repeatedly the 
situation that horror films – or at 
least their representation – appear 
to the viewers as “truer or more 
accurate” than their corresponding 
standards. This is an incongruous 
consequence, being that horror is 
naturally recognized as being an 
infringement of what is anticipated. 
Nonetheless, in the framework of 
architecture, the reverse holds. 
Horror is effective in securing the 
principle of architecture by weirding 
the traditional mechanisms and the 
spatial interactions. As a result, 
horror is used as an aesthetic 
procedure - a tactic of uncovering 
the value of less discernable 
attributes. Here, the rhythms of 
horror in architecture turn out to be 
an investigative apparatus, as well as 
a mode of undercutting conventions. 
These rhythms emerge, perverse to 
reasoning, as mutually honest and 
redemptive. 
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